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HIGHLIGHTS 

TRANSITIONAL AREAS, THE EAST AND DARFUR  

Abyei: Humanitarian operations resume in Domboloya; Misseriya lose 300 cattle in Eastern Corridor (p 1) 
Blue Nile State: SRSG Menkerios visits BNS; Assistance to ex-combatants continues (p 2) 
South Kordofan: WFP undertakes food distribution in SK (p 2) 
Kassala: FAO and State Ministry of Animal Resources distributes fodder to livestock owners (p 2) 
Red Sea State: Quarterly Interagency meeting held (p 3) 
Darfur: IOM undertakes joint environmental project in South Darfur (p 3) 

 

ABYEI 
SITUATION ANALYSIS 
Humanitarian operations resume in Domboloya: On 2 May, the area SMT lifted travel restrictions to Domboloya. 
WFP, UNICEF and others will resume humanitarian operations in the area soon.  
Awlad Umrad lose 300 heads of cattle in Eastern Corridor: Awlad Umrad members of the Misseriya reportedly lost 
300 heads of cattle along the Eastern Corridor, resulting in northbound movements.  The situation is being monitored 
closely by the UN for potential conflict. 
 
RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT 
Return-process: The construction of the reception center in Dokura is ongoing, with minor work remaining. There is a 
need for additional NFIs kits to support the upcoming return.  
Health: Um Khaer residents requested increased access to medical services by way of a mobile clinic. Troop 
contributing countries plan to launch a mobile clinic service in the North after seeking AAA, Abyei MoH and MSF 
approvals so as to ensure maximum coverage. 
Youth Training Center under construction: Save the Children is constructing a Youth Training Center in Abyei and is 
planning to do the same in Agok. 
IOM support to livelihoods: IOM is distributing 500 goats under the restocking being implemented by the Abyei 
Community Action for Development (ACAD) and is planning to distribute 1,820 sets of agricultural tools by the end of 
May. 
Child protection: UNICEF plans to construct an office for the Child Protection Unit in Abyei. 
 
HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENTS 
Food Security and Livelihood meeting discusses operations: WFP reported that the general distribution and 
preposition of food to some villages that will be disconnected during the rain is completed and that some of its 
beneficiaries have moved from Agok to Duop and Ameth-Bek (6,800). WFP in Sudan is facing a shortage of funds, 
which is expected to impact Abyei as well as the entire country. Despite these limitations, support to returnees is 
guaranteed. 
 
COORDINATION ISSUES  
UNMIS and agencies follow up on approved water project sites: RCSO-RRR together with UNICEF and UNDP 
followed up with the Abyei Chief Administrator’s approval on the list of ten sites in the Northern part of Abyei to benefit 
from UNICEF water projects. A list of 30 sites in Abyei area was provided by AAA to UNICEF.  
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BLUE NILE STATE 
RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT  
SRSG Menkerios visits BNS: On 5 May, the SRSG made his first visit to BNS. UNMIS sector V Heads of Units 
welcomed him and held a town hall meeting with UN agencies to provide briefings on the situation in the state.  
Sudanese Red Crescent provides animal husbandry training to ex-combatants: On 5 May, the Sudanese Red 
Crescent initiated training to 69 ex-combatants on animal husbandry for those who have chosen the restocking 
package.  The training lasted three days and started after the distribution of cattle, sheep and goats to the beneficiaries. 
Return and Reintegration Taskforce meeting: On 4 May, the RCSO hosted the Return and Reintegration Taskforce 
(RRTF) meeting chaired by HAC/SSRRC and co-chaired by UNMIS-RRR.  In the meeting, FAO briefed on their
contributions towards the reintegration component of the DDR process, as well as the work of the (9) NGOs involved in 
the reintegration program through the restocking package. The INGO Practical Action began construction this week of 
the dam in Salba area (Bau locality) in response to water scarcity in the area.  The dam is expected to serve around 
3600 HH and construction will be finalized at the end of this month. 
 
HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENTS 
WFP begins registration for food distribution: WFP started the registration for food distribution to the drought 
affected communities in Blue Nile State under the Food for Recovery Programme. Around 100,000 beneficiaries are 
expected to benefit from the project which will cover a four month period. 
FAO assistance to ex-combatants: FAO and their implementing partners (nine NGOs) completed the training and 
distribution of livelihood support to 264 ex-combatant HH’s through the DDR re-stocking programme. Each HH received 
either sheep (9/HH), goats (10/HH) or cows (3/HH).  

 
 
 

SOUTHERN KORDOFAN (KADUGLI AND MUGLAD) 
RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT 
 

UNDP/DDR Update:  This week UNDP/DDR provided counseling services to 218 XCs (ex-combatants) (203 males and 
15 females).  So far, 10,456 XCs so far received counseling services since 2009.  Preparations are underway for the 
forthcoming DDR induction workshop for 100 traditional leaders.  Also this week, a team from the Advisory Committee 
on Procurement (UNDP-ACP) visited SKS from 3-5 May to assess the capacity of national NGOs currently undergoing 
a bidding process of the advertised Request for Proposals which will facilitate partnership for the reintegration program. 
 
HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENTS  
 

WFP Food Distribution: WFP in Kadugli managed to complete distribution of different types of food commodities 
amounting to a total of 10,005.173 MT that was planned for the mentioned  activities (FFW,FFE,FFT,FFR,SFP,TFP and 
GFDs). 8290.391 MT of cereals, 930.622 MT of pulses, 563.967 MT of oil, 20.399 MT of sugar, and 183.619 MT of salt 
was distributed, benefiting 294,580 individuals (151,885 Male and 142,695 Female) in Dilling, EL,
Buram,Haiban,Kadugli,lagawa,Um Dorain,Babanousa,El Salam,Talodi,EL kuwiek,Abassyia,Abu Gibaha, Muglud, 
Abyei, Kailek and Rashad.  WFP is currently distributing the remaining 50% of the general food distribution with a total 
of 9236.951 MT to benefit 168 682 individuals (82,825 Male and 85,857 Female) in South Kordofan State 
Flood prevention: 
As a follow up to recommendations prepared by the Flood Taskforce team to prevent floods in Kadugli town and other 
areas in SKS, SMoUP in collaboration with Kadugli locality, have started cleaning waterbeds and running points inside 
Kadugli town. 
 
UPCOMING EVENTS 
Flood Taskforce meeting 

 

KASSALA AND GEDAREF STATE 
RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT  
FAO and State Ministry of Animal Resources distributes fodder to livestock owners: On 3 May, FAO in 
coordination with State Ministry of Animal Resources, began distribution of fodder to livestock owners in all Kassala 
State Localities. The distribution was planned by the sector of food security and livelihoods last year to fill gaps that 
occurred due to poor pasture and limited rainfall.  The distribution, which totals 146 metric tons, will be distributed over 
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the coming period by the FAO implementing partners, SRCS, ACORD, Practical Action and Ministry of Animal 
Resources. 
 
HIV/AIDS Workshop held in Kassala: On 6 May, the Society of Sudanese Living with AIDS in Kassala organized a 
workshop to discuss a draft bill advocating for enhanced protection of the rights of people living with HIV/AIDS. Over 
thirty participants from different community-based organizations, UN agencies, NGOs and HIV/AIDS activists, 
contributed to the discussion of the draft law developed by a local human rights activist lawyer. The draft of the law 
consists of ten chapters, including seven articles on ways and means to be enforced for ensuring protection of people 
from HIV and the penalties to be applied in case of violation of any of the articles provided in the bill.  Participants 
thoroughly discussed the law and proposed amendments to be submitted to the State Legislative Council for 
consideration and eventual ratification.  
 
HUMANITARIAN UPDATE 
GOAL assists victims of recent fire: To assist the 72 households affected by the recent fire in Faw of Gedarif State, 
GOAL agreed to provide one plastic sheet and two blankets to each of the households from the stock of NFIs that 
UNJLC handed over to HAC Kassala in November 2009. FAO pledged to include the households in their upcoming 
distribution of agricultural seeds and tools which will take place prior to the rainy season. 
 
UPCOMING EVENTS 
12 May DSRSG RC/HC visit to Red Sea State 

 

RED SEA STATE 
RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT 
Quarterly Interagency meeting: With support from RCSO, the Department of Planning and International Cooperation 
organized the first Quarterly Interagency meeting for 2010 on 5 May. The meeting was attended by WHO, WFP,
UNIDO, FAO/SPCRP, UNDP, ERDP (Eastern Sudan Recovery and Development Programme), WES, CFCI (Child 
Friendly Communities Initiative), GNU/MDTF Project (Decentralised Health System Development Project) and HAC. 
Each agency/project provided briefings on their plans for 2010 and achievements for the first quarter of 2010. Several 
follow on actions were raised with regard to joint operational support and programming, including a proposal for UNDP 
governance facilities at the locality level to support the implementation of ERDP activities. The Department of Planning 
in collaboration with UNDP/CRMA will map all activities in RSS in order to produce a proper coordination tool and 
identify gaps.  Participants agreed that the Quarterly Interagency meeting should be held on a more regular basis. 
 
UPCOMING EVENTS 
12 May DSRSG RC/HC visit to Red Sea State 

 

THREE DARFUR AREAS 
SITUATION ANALYSIS 
Insecurity in South Darfur: On 8 May, the Egyptian battalion was ambushed, resulting in the death of two soldiers and 
injury of three. 
Government-imposed curfew in El Fasher lifted:  On 5 May, the government lifted the curfew following 
demonstrations last week over the pyramid scheme.  
  
EARLY RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT 
Early Recovery Network meets in Nyala: On 5 May, RCSO in Nyala organized an Early Recovery Network meeting
which was attended by representatives from UN agencies, UNAMID, international and national NGOs, the Agricultural 
Research Station, and Forestry National Corporation. RCSO briefed the ER network about the identified priorities (the 
Environment, Education, Agriculture & Livelihoods) discussed during the last four months with stakeholders in Darfur.
ERN members also discussed their priorities for the next three months. IOM reported on a joint environmental project 
initiated recently in Baba, Hauf, and Fyago villages around Nyala. The project activities include establishment of three
nurseries to produce seedlings of fruit and shade trees, as well as technical assistance on agro forestry, water 
harvesting, and crops production. IOM will also include in this project Fuel Efficient Stove (FES) trainings and 
production targeting women’s groups. Implementing partners include the Forestry National Corporation (FNC), 
Agricultural Research Station, and Mona national NGO.  
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HUMANITARIAN UPDATE  
Situation analysis: The humanitarian situation is deteriorating, especially around Jebel Mara, and Sortony. Tribal 
conflicts between nomads and Fur population for water resources are reported in a village near Sortony. 
IDP camps: OCHA in North Darfur has repeatedly met with HAC to lobby for new building sites for additional IDP 
camps given the overcrowded condition of the existing facilities. Meanwhile, WFP continues food distributions due to 
the droughts, which may serve as a pull factor for new arrivals in the existing IDP camps.  This week OCHA and (I) 
NGOs did not have access to IDP camps.  
Food security update: Last week, WFP made a presentation to the members of the FSL in Nyala on the key findings 
of the 5th round of the Darfur food security monitoring system.  They stated that the food security situation improved 
among all groups compared with last year. Food consumption improved for all three population groups (IDPs, residents 
and mixed communities) despite a reduction in food rations for IDPs compared with last year.  Income levels improved 
slightly among mixed and residents’ communities but remained stable among IDPs. The cost of the minimum food 
basket reduced compared with the fourth round due to the reduction of non-cereal production. Sorghum prices 
remained as compared with North Sudan.  
NGO HIA builds 8 wells in Goruf:  Last week, the NGO HIA reported to the FSL meeting in Nyala that they managed 
to install 8 wells in Goruf area 96 km N of Nyala to support farmers’ groups in vegetable production.  
 
UPCOMING EVENTS 
9 May visit of the UNDP Country Director to Nyala  
For further HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENTS in Darfur please refer to OCHA bulletins: www.unsudanig.org 

 

SOUTH SUDAN OVERVIEW  
Coordination overview 
Violent inter-tribal clashes related to cattle raiding were reported in a number of locations, particularly the Warab-Lakes 
and Unity triangle. The post-election situation remained calm across Southern Sudan. The swearing in ceremony for 
elected officials to take office is yet to take place. 

 

CENTRAL EQUATORIA STATE (CES) 
HUMANITARIAN UPDATE 
IDP verification: An inter-agency mission for IDP verification took place in Terekeka County from 5-8 May. The findings 
of the report will be due on 12 May. 

 

EASTERN EQUATORIA STATE (EES) 
HUMANITARIAN UPDATE 
IDP verification: During 8-10 May, an interagency team comprised of UNHCR, NCA, the State Ministry of Social 
Development, SSRRC and the Integrated Team visited the IDPs in Lobone and Palataka of Magwi County. The team 
will verify 500 reported IDPs in Lobone and 2,325 IDPs in Palataka who have expressed interest to return to their 
homes in Torit County.   

 

JONGLEI STATE (JS) 
SITUATION ANALYSIS 
Security and humanitarian implications: On 2 May, a Dinka cattle camp in Pariak area was attacked by Mundari 
tribesmen resulting in the death of two persons, one from each side. A convoy of WFP-hired eight commercial trucks 
returning after food delivery and escorted by SPLA came under attack by unknown gunmen. One SPLA soldier was 
wounded. The convoy finally returned safely to Bor. Due to ongoing tension in northern Jonglei, travel restrictions are in 
place for the areas of Ayod, Nyirol, Waat counties and Canal/Khorfulus Payam in Piji County.  
 
HUMANITARIAN UPDATE 
Assistance to returnees: The Integrated Office, WFP, FAO, UNHCR and SSRRC verified over 3,000 (710 HH) 
spontaneous returnees mainly coming from Khartoum. WFP will provide three months food assistance to these 
returnees.   
 
EARLY RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT 
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Efforts to tackle youth unemployment: An ILO-led joint UN and GoSS team had an inception mission to Bor for 
"Creating Opportunities for Youth Employment in Sudan" aiming to provide skills development, livelihood and 
employment.  
WASH: With flight assistance from UNMIS, the Integrated Team assisted the State Ministry of Physical Infrastructure to 
transport WASH supplies provided by UNICEF for repair and maintenance of the water points.   

 

LAKES STATE (LS) 
SITUATION ANALYSIS 
Cattle raids: There are ongoing cattle raids and related violence between Dinka-Rec of Tonj and Dinka-Cueibet. In 
response, state authorities have decided to deploy and station an army base along the Rumbek North and Panong 
bordering Unity state. The Integrated team with UNMO, UNPOL and Human Rights had a mission to Shambe to assess 
the humanitarian situation after recent cattle raids in Kolkuei and Shambe areas.   

 

NORTHERN BAHR EL GHAZAL STATE (NBEGS) 
HUMANITARIAN UPDATE 
UNHCR assists refugees from CAR: UNHCR assisted twelve Sudanese refugees from CAR who were stranded for 
the last two months in Yambio to return to their homes in Aweil.  
 
EARLY RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT 
Education sector: NCA built two schools in Aweil and handed over to the State Ministry of Education.    

 

UNITY STATE (US) 
SITUATION ANALYSIS 
Security and humanitarian implications: Over the past two months the Spiritual leader “Gadeng” was attacked by 
gunmen several times and large number of cattle was stolen. He is regarded as a well respected leader and has youths 
and followers. In defense of the leader and the community, followers and youths have reportedly armed themselves and 
there are rumors that SPLA is planning a force disarmament of the group, which may lead instability in the area. On 3 
May, CAD, the Integrated Team, PoC, UN security and UNPOLs visited Mayom areas to assess the situation. The team 
had difficulties in reaching the affected locations due to obstructions from the youth.  
 
HUMANITARIAN UPDATE 
Health update: Sporadic cases of meningitis in Leer County reported by WHO and SMoH and 4 suspected cases of 
acute watery diarrhea was also reported. WHO and SMoH are conducting disease surveillance and monitoring the 
meningitis situation.  
IDPs in Panyinjar county: SSRRC reported the presence of 860 IDPs in Mayom, Panyinjar County who were 
displaced due to recent cross border cattle raids.    

 

UPPER NILE STATE (UNS) 
SITUATION ANALYSIS 
Security and humanitarian implications: In the early hours of 30 April, the defeated Jonglei Governor candidate
George Athor raised an attack in SPLA barrack in Doliep Hills killing 13 soldiers and a civilian, and wounding 5 civilians. 
People have fled the area fearing further attacks and took refuge in Malakal town and nearby Obel locations. After the 
incident, attackers have crossed the state boundary into northern Jonglei. State officials including SSRRC visited Doliep 
Hills and deployed SPLA soldiers. To asses the situation, PoC, UNMOs, the Integrated team, WFP, UNICEF and WVI 
visited the area and recommended food, NFIs and essential drugs. Around 700 HHs displaced by the fighting are 
reportedly returning to their homes. 

 

WARRAP STATE (WS) 
SITUATION ANALYSIS 
Security and humanitarian implications: From 3-5 May, Greater Tonj (North, South & East) areas have been 
attacked and large number of cattle was stolen, resulting in the death of 27 civilians and 6 SPLA. 15 wounded people 
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were being treated in Marialou hospital. Cueibet, Lakes group attacked Tonj South and groups from Unity attacked Tonj 
East and Tonj North. Cattle rustling and related violent attacks have been ongoing for the last several months in the 
Unity-Warrap-Lakes Triangle. These attacks contributed to high casualty figures, insecurity in the areas, disruption of 
livelihood and displacement. In anticipation of attack on Tonj N, the Governor has ordered deployment of police. The 
Integrated team held discussions with the Governor, and contacted commissioners and the SSRRC. An interagency 
assessment to Greater Tonj area is planned for 11-14 May to assess the humanitarian situation and displacement. 

 

WESTERN BAHR ELGHAZAL STATE (WBEGS) 
SITUATION ANALYSIS 
Security and humanitarian implications: Since the last week of April, reports of violent fights between SPLA and 
Reizgat along the border between S Darfur and WBeG, Babala/ Timsah of Raja County was reported. Humanitarian 
access was denied by SPLA although UNMOs, UN Security and UNPOL were finally allowed to visit the area. Some 25 
families have been reported to be displaced in Raga town.  According to POC there could be more IDPs if the insecurity 
situation continues. 

 

WESTERN EQUATORIA STATE (WES) 
HUMANITARIAN UPDATE 
Rapid food security assessment: WFP, the Integrated Team, UNHCR, CAFOD and SSRRC have planned a rapid 
food security assessment mission for 20-27 May in Mundri East and West, Mvolo, Maridi and Ibba counties. These 
county populations are reportedly affected by the LRA attacks, tribal conflict, drought and large displacement.   

 
The RCSO Weekly Report is a consolidation of weekly field reports produced by RCSO field offices, based on information from 
state level United Nations, NGO and government partners. For further information or state contact details, please contact 
jamala@un.org (HERR/RCSO Khartoum) or  Sandra Kugonsa Isingoma: isingomas@un.org  (RCSO Juba). For previous 
reports, please refer to: http://rco.unsudanig.org/ . 
 

 
 

ABBREVIATIONS: 
ARDA: Adventist Relief and Development Agency  
ANLA :Annual Needs & livelihoods Assessment 
AWD: Acute Water Diarrhoea 
CSAC: Community Security and Arms Control Programme 
CHF: Common Humanitarian Fund 
DG: Director-General 
EC: European Commission 
GBV: gender based violence 
HAC: Humanitarian Aid Commission 
JIT: Joint Integrated Team (formerly RCSO & RRR) 
RRR: Return, Reintegration and Recovery 

SAC: Sudan AIDS Commission 
SMOA: State Ministry of Agriculture 
SMOH: State Ministry of Health 
SRRC: Sudan Recovery and Relief Commission 
SSPS: South Sudan Policy Services 
WAD: World AIDS Day 
WG: Working Group 
WES: Water , Environment and Sanitation 
UNST: UN State Team 
USG: Undersecretary General 


